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ABSTRACT: Calcium oxalate (CaOx) is known to grow on organic matrices
and is often associated with the formation of kidney stones. Therefore, it is
crucial to understand the nucleation and growth mechanisms. This study
investigates the role of electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL)-loaded zarzaparrilla
(ZP) (Herreria stellata) in the electrocrystallization (EC) of CaOx. Electro-
spinning (ES) was used to prepare PCL meshes with random (R) and aligned
(A) fiber orientations. CaOx particles were grown directly on conductive tin
indium oxide (ITO) glass modified with electrospun ZP-loaded PCL meshes by
EC. The CaOx crystals after EC were measured by chronopotentiometry (CP),
optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray
diffraction (XRD), which showed that the ZP additive and PCL fiber orientations
are key factors for CaOx nucleation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biomineralization is a process used by living organisms to
produce biogenic minerals. This process involves the close
association of inorganic and organic components under mild
and environmentally friendly conditions.1,2 The organic
component of biominerals controls the nucleation, crystal
growth, morphology, orientation, and spatial confinement of
mineral crystal structures.3−5

Calcium oxalate (CaOx) is the most common oxalate
mineral found in living organisms and the environment. CaOx
has several functions in living organisms and can take on
different crystal shapes and sizes. It occurs in three hydrated
forms, such as monohydrated (COM or whewellite),
dihydrated (COD or weddellite), or trihydrated (COT or
caoxite). COM is commonly associated with kidney stones
(urolithiasis) in mammals but can also occur in healthy
individuals. In fact, the COM and COD forms are the main
constituents of the majority of urinary stones.6,7

There is a growing interest in studying the crystallization of
CaOx in vitro and in vivo using solid templates, additives, and
herbal plants, to elucidate the mechanism involved in
urolithiasis disease and to fabricate hierarchical hybrid
materials.8−16 Thus, citrate, for example, can affect the
crystallization process by interacting electrostatically with
certain phases of CaOx crystals. This interaction prevents the
pathological formation of COM crystals, which are considered
the primary constituent of the critical process in the
pathogenesis of kidney stones.9,17−19 The molecular recog-
nition at the interface between the organic and inorganic
components of CaOx is of paramount importance. However,

the stabilization of a specific hydrated form of CaOx in vitro is
not fully understood.
Accordingly, the authors have reported on the use of

electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) fibers as a platform to
study the in vitro formation of CaOx by the electro-
crystallization (EC) method. EC is a process in which crystals
are grown on a glassy substrate by applying an electric field.17

In this context, zarzaparrilla (Herreria stellata) (ZP)-loaded
PCL fibers were used as a template to form CaOx on the
surface of the fibers. ZP is a plant traditionally used for its
medicinal properties, including its anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant effects. By incorporation of ZP on electrospun
polymer mesh (EPM) during the EC, the growth of CaOx can
be controlled by the presence of ZP in the EPM matrix. In
vitro antiurolithic effect of the natural extract of Terminalia
arjunia on CaOx has been explored by using an aqueous
extract of Terminalia arjunia to study the nucleation,
aggregation, and growth effects associated with its antilithiatic
activity.20 ZP-loaded solid fibrillary matrices as urolithiasis
modulators represent an interesting approach to study their
role in the prevention of kidney stones through in vitro CaOx
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crystallization in a one-step process followed by chronopo-
tentiometry (CP) technique.
In fact, the effect of EPM using biopolymer on

mineralization of CaOx and calcium carbonate has been
reported by us.21,22 The application of EPM has been studied
due to its ability to produce micro and nanofiber with high
specific surface area.23 Anionic chemical moieties can be added
to the surface of the EPM, where the surface area of the EPM
provides an effective interaction with Ca2+ ions, inducing local
ion concentration or anchoring molecular sites.
Given the above evidence that the EPM plays a pivotal role

in CaOx crystallization, random (R-PCL) and aligned (A-
PCL) fibers loaded with ZP were fabricated using an organic
template on the EC of CaOx. We also report the modifying
effect of ZP on CaOx crystal growth, COD stabilization, and
inhibition of the pathological COM form.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Preparation of Electrospun PCL Fibers. Electro-

spun poly(ε-caprolactone) (EPM) fibers, both random (R-
PCL) and aligned (A-PCL), were directly deposited onto
indium tin oxide (ITO) glass pieces to serve as templates for
the EC of CaOx. EPM fibers were prepared from a mixture of
acetone and ethyl acetate (3:1 v/v) in a solution of 18% PCL
(Mw 80 000, Sigma-Aldrich). PCL solutions were stirred at 40
°C until completely dissolved. They were then left to stand
overnight at room temperature and transferred to a 10-mL
Nipro luer-lock syringe. The production of PCL-EPM was
carried out on an eStretching LE-10 Fluidnatek instrument.
Briefly, pieces of ITO glass were bonded to the rotating drum
and flat plate collectors and then used as the working electrode
for the EC process (Figure 1). R-PCL and A-PCL fibers were

prepared using a flat 30 × 30 at 15 cm and a rotating 10-cm
diameter at 2000 rpm metal collectors. The 9.5 kV voltage and
1000 μL/h flow rate solution were used for the preparation of
the PCL-EPM. PCL fiber deposition was performed on
Corning ITO glass (25 × 25 mm; 1.1 mm thick) supplied
by Delta Technologies (Dallas, Texas, USA) using 10 × 25
mm ITO pieces. All commercially available ITO glasses have a

sheet surface resistivity in the range of 5−15 Ω/sq. For the
preparation of working solutions and the CaOx EC method,
high-purity water (Milli-Q quality and resistivity >18.2 MΩ
cm−1) was used from a LabostarTM TWF water purification
system (Evoqua Water Technologies LLC, Warrendale, PA,
USA).
2.2. Electrocrystallization of CaOx. The CaOx EC,

containing either R-PCL or A-PCL fibers loaded with ZP on
ITO glass, was carried out using a galvanostat/potentiostat
(BASi Epsilon) instrument (West Lafayette, Indiana, USA) as
previously reported.17,21,24 Briefly, pieces of ITO glass attached
to the surfaces of rotating and flat plate collectors were used to
directly fabricate PCL-EPM by using the ES method. They
were then used as templates in the presence of ZP on the EC
of CaOx. All the EC assays were done in a glass electro-
chemical cell. The ITO glasses were submerged in solutions of
calcium nitrate, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and
sodium oxalate solutions at pH of 10.5. The EC of the CaOx
process was achieved using 9 mA for 60 min, and the
chronopotentiometry was registered with a 2 s recording
interval of sampling. The CaOx crystals were formed during
the EC due to the strong chelating properties of EDTA to Ca
ions, forming a stable complex in an alkaline pH medium.
When an electric potential is applied, water undergoes
electrolysis, which generates free O2 and protons at the ITO
glass surface. This resulted in a pH decrease and destabilization
of the Ca-EDTA complex.18 Consequently, free Ca2+ ions react
with oxalate ions to form CaOx of the WE on the surface of the
ITO substrate. The deposition of CaOx on the ITO increases
the resistance to current flow, leading to an increase in the
recorded voltage during the EC experiment.
2.3. Characterization of PCL−EPM and CaOx. The

CaOx particles formed on the ITO glass were analyzed by
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR/ATR) using an
Interspec 200-X instrument (Interspectrum OU, Toravere,
Estonia). The CaOx and PCL-EPM morphologies were
analyzed by optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) using the LAZ morphometric program
(Image Pro-Plus, Media Cybernetics, Melville, NY, USA) on
Nikon Eclipse E400 and JEOL JSM-IT300LV (JEOL USA
Inc., Peabody, Massachusetts, USA) microscopes, respectively.
For the SEM analysis, the samples were coated with 20 nm of
gold by using the Denton Vacuum Desk V sputtering system in
an argon atmosphere to ensure electrical conductivity. The
SEM images were acquired by using a 20 kV accelerating
voltage. X-ray diffraction (RXD) of PCL−EPM samples were
performed using a Siemens D-5000X X-ray diffractometer with
CuKα radiation (graphite monochromator) and an ENRAF
Nonius FR 590 X-ray generator (PXRD) (Siemens, Munich,
Germany). XRD spectra of CaOx crystals were obtained using
CuKα radiation (40 kV) with a step scan of 0.2° and the
geometric Bragg−Brentano (θ−θ) scanning mode with an
angle (2θ) ranging from 5° to 60°. The DiffracPlus program
was utilized for data control.
2.4. Statistical Analysis. All results are expressed as the

mean ± standard deviation (SD). One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with significance based on p < 0.05 was conducted
using differences between experimental groups in the Minitab
19 program. All the EC assays were performed in triplicate.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Chronopotentiometry (CP). Figure 2 shows the CP

behavior of the CaOx EC on the bare ITO (control, Figure 2a)

Figure 1. Optical images showing the PCL-EPM on pieces of ITO
glass used as templates on the EC of CaOx glued to (a) a rotating
drum (rotation speed of 1800 rpm, clockwise), (b) a flat plate
collector, and (c) a glass vial utilized in the in vitro EC of CaOx.
Orange and green arrows indicate the electrode cable connected to
ITO on both collectors and inmersed in the EC soltions, respectively.
The white, black, and red electrode cables correspond to the auxiliary
(AE), working (WE), and reference (RE) electrodes.
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and in the presence of PCL-EPM (R-PCL Figure 2b and A-
PCL Figure 2c). We observe that the potential (V) carried out
on ITO (control) and on ITO with PCL-EPM (Figure 2a,b)
without ZP was very similar during the CaOx EC, reaching a
potential of 1.0 V. However, when the EC was performed using
PCL-EPM with ZP additive at different concentrations, the
potential (V) value increased to higher recorded values from
mg/L (Figure 2d−e) to g/L (Figure 2f,i) concentrations,
where the EC voltage started at 2.5 V and its potential (V)
changed, reaching values in the range of 4−10 V at the end of
the EC experiment. The chronopotentiometric curves obtained
using PCL-EPM exhibited a significant increase in the
potential (V). The onset potential values varied depending
on the EC assay times and the type of PCL mesh utilized.
Longer times were observed for higher ZP concentrations. In
general, higher concentrations of the ZP additive resulted in a
kinetically promoting effect on the CaOx mineral. We noticed
that the CaOx particles formed on the ITO surface are not
conductive materials. Therefore, their local presence reduces
the active area of the electrode. Thus, the CaOx forms a barrier
for oxygen diffusion and in this way the total cathodic current
decreases, which can be followed by fluctuations of the
potential (V).25 The registered current can be analyzed during
the time of the CaOx EC experiments. The deposited CaOx
crystals can be registered when the WE surface is covered.
3.2. Optical (OM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy

(SEM). The OM initially revealed the presence of CaOx on the
A-PCL and R-PCL fibers on the ITO glass (control), on the
ITO coated with only PCL-EPM, and on the ITO coated with
PCL-EPM in the presence of ZP at various concentrations. See
Figures S1 and S2. Although the OM technique has limited
resolution, it was able to clearly distinguish the PCL-EPM
arrangement, crystal morphologies, and crystal sizes of CaOx
associated with both PCL-EPM fiber orientations and
concentrations of ZP. Figure S1a−c shows the formation of
CaOx crystals by in vitro EC on ITO without PCL fibers
(control, Figure S1a), on ITO with A-PCL fibers (Figure S1b),
and on ITO with R-PCL (Figure S1c), respectively. Figure S2

shows the CaOx formed on the ITO with PCL-EPM using A-
PCL (Figure S2a−c) and R-PCL (Figure S2d−f) at
concentrations of 1, 1, and 5 g/L of ZP.
On the other hand, the SEM analysis (Figure 3) enabled us

to observe in more detail the morphology of the CaOx during

the EC essays obtained with PCL-EPM loaded with ZP using
A-PCL (Figure 3a−c) and R-PCL (Figure 3d,g) fibers,
respectively. SEM images were consistent with the OM
observations, where CaOx formed on ITO and both PCL-
EMP fibers displayed differences in size and shape. A reduction
in the number and size of CaOx crystals was observed with
lower concentrations of ZP additives on both PCL meshes
compared to control experiments when comparing the EC
assay using ZP at different concentrations in both fibrillar
matrices. The crystal size of the CaOx varied from 5 to 20 μm,
with flower-like COD crystals of around 20 μm, and a few
irregular circular crystals were observed (Figure 3a,d). When
A-PCL fibers were used, spherical CaOx crystals were found to
be more abundant at lower ZP concentrations.
In general, we found that the PCL-EMP fibers did not

interfere with the formation of CaOx on the PCL-EPM
matrices. In fact, Figure 3 indicates that the CaOx crystals
obtained on A-PCL and R-PCL fibers with ZP are mainly
distributed on the PCL fiber meshes, acting as a nucleation
guide support.
We also performed SEM-EDS microanalysis of the resultant

CaOx (Figure 4). Here, Figure 4a−c displays the elemental
composition of the CaOx crystals, including calcium (Ca),
carbon (C), and oxygen (O) atoms. We note that, due to the
sensitivity and penetrability of the X-ray detector, the elements

Figure 2. Chronopotentiometry of the EC of CaOx on ITO in the
presence of PCL fibers and ZP using three concentrations of ZP for
30 min: (a) control (bare ITO), (b) R-PCL, (c) A-PCL, (d) A-PCL
with 1 mg/L of ZP, (e) R-PCL with 1 mg/L of ZP, (f) A-PCL with 1
g/L of ZP, (g) R-PCL with 1 g/L of ZP, (h) A-PCL with 5 g/L of ZP,
and (i) R-PCL with 5 g/L of ZP.

Figure 3. SEM images of CaOx crystals after EC on ITO in the
presence of PCL fibers: (a) A-PCL with 1 mg/L ZP, (b) A-PCL with
1 g/L ZP, (c) A-PCL with 5 g/L ZP, (d) R-PCL with 1 mg/L ZP, (e)
R-PCL with 1 g/L ZP, and (f) R-PCL with 5 g/L ZP.
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indium (In), aluminum (Al), and silicon (Si) from the ITO
glass were detected, as well.
On the other hand, when the ZP additive was used at 1g/L

ZP on the A-PCL fiber during the CaOx EC assays (Figure
4d), a wide range of elements were identified, such as
magnesium (Mg), silicon (Si), aluminum (Al), sulfur (S), iron
(Fe), copper (Cu), and zinc (Zn), which are considered typical
elements for ZP.26,27 It is worth mentioning that although the
microanalysis identified certain elements, they could not be
quantified due to low concentrations in the ZP additive.
3.3. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD analysis was

conducted to demonstrate the CaOx phases obtained on the
ITO glass during all CaOx EC using PCL-EPM with A-PCL
(Figure 5a−c) and R-PCL fibers (Figure 5d−f). The XRD

pattern of CaOx obtained on the ITO without PCL fibers
(control) and on the PCL-EPM without ZP can be seen in
Figure S3, where the crystallographic peaks corresponding to
ITO, A-PCL, and R-PCL fibers are clearly distinguished. In
order to identify the crystallographic signals for the hydration
state of the CaOx phases, the COM phase (JCPDS card
numbers 20−231) and the COD phase (JCPDS card number
17−541) were utilized.
The XRD patterns of CaOx crystals obtained on the ITO

with A-PCL (Figure 5a−c) and R-PCL (Figure 5d−f) showed
the phases of COD and COM at low ZP additive
concentration. The crystallographic signals exhibited a decline
at higher ZP concentrations (Figure 5c,f), indicating a COD
phase predominance in Figure 5f. Additional peaks attributed

Figure 4. SEM-EDS analysis of CaOx crystals after EC on ITO in the presence of PCL fibers and ZP: (a) control (without PCL fibers), (b) A-PCL,
(c) R-PCL, and (d) A-PCL with 1 g/L of ZP.
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to the ITO substrate were consistently recorded and confirmed
at (2 theta degree) 2θ = 21.4°, 30.3°, 45.5°, and 50.7° in every
EC assay, as shown in Figure S3.
The COM phase exhibits crystallographic peaks at 2θ =

14.9°, 24.3°, 29,4°, 35.5°, and 37.7°, which correspond to the
(hkl) indices of (−101), (020), (002), (301), and (311),
respectively. Other peaks at 2θ = 14° (D), 20.1° (D), 22.7°
(D), 23.8° (M), 24.3° (M), 32.2° (D), 37.4° (D), and 47.9°
(D) correspond to planes (200), (211), (310), (−211), (020),
(411), (103), and (413).

The XRD results suggest that the presence of ZP as an
additive on the R-PCL and A-PCL meshes can modulate CaOx
crystallization and promote the formation of COD crystals.
When the CaOx EC experiments were carried out with PCL-
EPM at higher ZP concentrations, most crystallographic peaks
corresponding to COM showed lower intensity signals.
Astoundingly, the peak at 2θ = 14.9° related to the pathogenic
(−101) plane of the COM phase disappeared when using both
PCL meshes, i.e., A-PCL at a concentration of 1 mg/L (Figure
5b,c) and R-PCL at a concentration of 1 g/L (Figure 5e,f) of

Figure 5. XRD of CaOx after EC obtained on ITO in the presence of PCL fibers and ZP additive: (a) A-PCL with 1 mg/L ZP, (b) A-PCL with 1
g/L ZP, (c) A-PCL with 5 g/L ZP, (d) R-PCL with 1 mg/L ZP, (e) R-PCL with 1 g/L ZP, and (f) R-PCL.
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ZP. Surprisingly, our XRD results also showed that the XRD
patterns of CaOx on the ITO containing R-PCL with 5 g/L of
ZP belong to COD (Figure 5f). Additionally, polymer PCL
signals (P) for electrospun PCL fibers were not detected.
To determine the total number of CaOx crystals (N), the

number of CaOx crystals/mm2, the sample size (n) as the
selected number of crystals for all measurements, the average
number of crystal sizes (x ), and the 95% confidence interval,
the Minitab 19 program was used (Table S1). The confidence
interval of the meshes was determined according to the type
and orientation of the PCL fibers and the concentration of ZP.
Analysis of the mean crystal size using the normality test
(AndersonDarling) and the test for equality of variances
(Bonferroni−Levene) indicated a non-normal distribution
(Figure S4), and heteroscedasticity due to the variance of
the errors was not constant (Figure S5).
Considering the experimental condition of the in vitro EC

method, all samples are independent, and due to the non-
normality, heteroscedasticity, and independence of the data,
the determination of the difference between the mean crystal
sizes was done by the Welch’s test. Once the statistical
difference was confirmed, the pairs of comparisons were
carried out using the Games−Howell method (Figure S6). The
confidence interval estimation and the determination of
Games−Howell pairwise comparisons between all EC assays
for CaOx are summarized in Tables 1−6 .

The results of the smallest and largest mean values are
shown in italics and bold, respectively. Medians that do not
share a letter indicate that they are significantly different.
The statistical difference in the average number of crystals (

x ) between the control test (CN-A) and ZP-A at 1 mg/L with
the two highest ZP concentrations used in the CaOx EC
experiments was shown by the Games−Howell test. Then, the
effect of ZP on the variation of the average size of the crystals
was demonstrated with smaller crystals when the EC was
carried out with ZP at 1 and 5 g/L. Also, crystals with the
largest average size were obtained with ZP at 1 mg/L. The
crystals obtained with the A-PCL mesh without ZP showed the
second largest size value.
The results of the smallest and largest mean values are

shown in italics and bold, respectively. Medians that do not
share a letter indicate that they are significantly different.
The Games−Howell test also showed a statistical difference

in the n values obtained between the control assay (CN-R)
with all the CaOx EC assays using ZP and the ZP lowest
concentration of 1 mg/L, and the two highest ZP
concentrations of 1 and 5 g/L. The effect of ZP on the
variation of n was demonstrated by obtaining smaller CaOx
crystals when ZP was used at a concentration of 1 mg/L in the
EC and the largest average size of crystals when the EC was
carried out with R-PCL without ZP.

The analysis of the intergroup pairwise comparisons
between negative control using A-PCL (Table 1) and R-PCL
(Table 2) meshes allows a quantitative estimation of the effect

of the ZP additive at its different concentrations and type of
mesh in the EC experiments, considering the evaluation of one
factor at a time in the analysis of the results. On the other
hand, when making pairwise comparisons within groups
(Tables 3 and 4), it is possible to evaluate simultaneously
the effect of the ZP additive at the three concentrations
depending on the PCL mesh and the crystals obtained in the
EC assays.

The results of the smallest and largest mean values are
shown in italics and bold, respectively. Medians that do not
share a letter indicate that they are significantly different.
The Games−Howell test showed that there was a statistical

difference in the nanovalues obtained between ZP-A at 1 mg/L
and CN-A with the two highest ZP concentrations of 1 and 5
g/L, but there was no statistical difference between the two
highest ZP concentrations. In addition, the crystals with ZP at
1 and 5 g/L appeared to have a lower n value compared to that
of CN-A and ZP at 1 mg/L. This indicates that the largest
average crystal size in the EC assays was obtained with ZP-A at
1 mg/L. Thus, the effect of increasing ZP concentration was
significant under the experimental conditions.
The results of the smallest and largest mean values are

shown in italics and bold, respectively. Medians that do not
share a letter indicate that they are significantly different.
The Games−Howell test showed that there was a statistical

difference in the values of n between the control experiment
(CN-R) with ZP-R at the three concentrations mentioned
above used in the EC. It is observed that there was a statistical

Table 1. Games−Howell Pairwise Comparison between the
Negative Control Assays Using A-PCL Meshes on the CaOx
EC with Three Concentrations of ZP

sample n x grouping

ZP-A 1 mg/L 46 8,644 A
CN-A 108 7,933 A
ZP-A 1 g/L 220 3,973 B
ZP-A 5 g/L 272 3,898 B

Table 2. Games−Howell Pairwise Comparison between the
Negative Control Assays Using R-PCL Meshes on the CaOx
EC with Three Concentrations of ZP

sample n x grouping

CN-R 38 15,70 A
ZP-R 1 g/L 227 6,770 B
ZP-R 5 g/L 199 6,193 B
ZP-R 1 mg/L 148 4,414 C

Table 3. Games−Howell Pairwise Comparison between the
Negative Control Assays Using A-PCL Meshes and Their
CaOx EC with Three Concentrations of ZP

sample n x grouping

ZP-A 1 mg/L 46 8,644 B
CN-A 108 7,933 B
ZP-A 1 g/L 220 3,973 C
ZP-A 5 g/L 272 3,898 C

Table 4. Games−Howell Pairwise Comparison between the
Negative Control Assays Using R-PCL Meshes and Their
CaOx EC with Three Concentrations of ZP

sample n x grouping

CN-R 38 15.70 A
ZP-R 1 g/L 227 6,770 C
ZP-R 5 g/L 199 6,193 C
ZP-R 1 mg/L 148 4,414 D
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difference in the values of n in the EC test in the presence of
ZP additive only when 1 mg/L ZP was used. The smallest size
crystals are obtained with 1 mg/L ZP and the largest crystals
are obtained with the R-PCL without ZP. It can be seen that
the effect of increasing the concentration of ZP in the
experimental CaOx EC condition is again significant in the
results of n obtained. Table 5 summarizes the overall
comparison in all CaOx EC and analyzed by “Games−Howell”
pairwise comparison in a single comparison to evaluate the
effect of ZP in EC assays at the three concentrations is
independent of the type of mesh used.
The results for the lowest and highest median values are

shown in italics and bold, respectively. Medians that do not
share a letter indicate that they are significantly different.
The Games−Howell method also showed a statistical

difference between the average number of crystal size (x ),
i.e., the EC assays of CaOx on different types of meshes and
the concentrations of ZP were significant, reflecting its effect
on the variation of n values, and that the largest and smallest
crystal sizes were obtained with the A-PCL meshes with ZP at
1 mg/L and 5 g/L, respectively.
The results of all of the EC CaOx assays were also analyzed

in an ordinal way, considering the total number of crystals (N)
and the sample size (n), in an attempt to know the influence in
each experimental condition (Table 6). This analysis allows to

cross the information obtained with the ZP as additive and to
know precisely the effect of ZP to modulate N and n compared
to control assays and to understand the effect of ZP on a EPM
meshes involved in the CaOx kidney stone process, which is a
frequent pathological condition in mammals. With regard to
the N values, the CN-R control and the use of ZP-A at 1 mg/L

reached positions 1 and 2, respectively. In general, when the
ZP was used at the lowest concentration, the CN-R and CN-A
controls had the lower numbers 1 to 4, whereas ZP-A at 5 g/L
had the highest N value, placing it in the highest position.
The 1° value represents the lowest N and n values in each

CaOx EC assay.
When comparing all EC assays, CN-R and ZP-A at 5 g/L,

having the lowest and highest N values, corresponded inversely
to the sample sizes (n). In fact, the CN-R and ZP-A at 5 g/L
were ranked the ninth and first places, respectively. On the
other hand, ZP-A and ZP-R had the largest n value at 1 mg/L,
ranking seventh and fifth, respectively, when comparing all EC
assays using A-PCL and R-PCL with ZP additive.
In general, experimental conditions using CN-R and CN-A

without ZP and negative control experiments (BC) had high n
values showing the ninth, sixth, and eighth places, respectively.
Also, the EC assay with ZP-A with high ZP concentrations (5
and 1 g/L), showing the highest N value (ninth and seventh
places), were ranked first and second with respect to sample
size (n), indicating its improved positioning. Therefore, we
have shown that there were significant differences in all the in
vitro CaOx EC assays, either in the BC, with CN-A and CN-R
meshes, or in the presence of ZP-A and ZP-R meshes at 1, 1,
and 5 g/L, respectively. The above shows a very radical
variation between the EC assays using PCL at different ZP
concentrations, which can be considered an improved
experimental condition compared to the control as summar-
ized in Table 5.
OM analysis readily revealed the presence of crystals on the

ITO glass, and SEM showed in more detail the morphologies
of COD and COM and the distribution of the PCL fibers of
the PCL-EPM used in the in vitro CaOx EC. EDS identified
the Ca, C, and O atoms from the CaOx, elements from the
PCL, and a variety of other elements from the ITO glass and
ZP additive.
XRD analysis revealed a COM phase in the control EC

assays. However, a clear predominance of the COD phase was
observed in the EC assays of A-PCL and R-PCL without ZP
(Figure S3). When the CaOx EC was performed on the ZP-
loaded PCL meshes, the XRD results indicated that the
presence of ZP and its concentration controlled the number
and the intensity of the crystallographic peaks in both PCL-
EPM systems, and in the case of R-PCL at 5 g/L, a higher
proportion of the COD phase was found. We believe that the
natural extract with abundant presence of extra ions can
influence the interaction of Ca2+ and oxalate ions, modifying
the nucleation on the local surface of the PCL-EPM, giving rise
to a heterogeneous nucleation control, inhibiting the
mechanism of COM and promoting the formation of COD

Table 5. Games−Howell Pairwise Comparison between the Negative Control Assays Using A-PCL and R-PCL Meshes and
Their CaOx EC with Three Concentrations of ZP

sample n x grouping

CN-R 38 15.70 A B
BC 172 12.965 B
ZP-A 1 mg/L 46 8,644 C
CN-A 108 7.933 C D E
ZP-R 1 g/L 227 6,770 D
ZP-R 5 g/L 199 6,193 D E
ZP-R 1 mg/L 148 4,414 F G
ZP-A 1 g/L 220 3,973 F G
ZP-A 5 g/L 272 3,898 G

Table 6. Ordinal Comparison of the Total Number of CaOx
Crystals and the Average Crystal Size in Each EC
Experiment with the Control Assay Without PCL Mesh
(BC), with CN-A and CN-R Meshes, and with ZP-A and ZP-
R at Concentrations of 1, 1, and 5 g/L, Respectively

sample total number of crystals (N) sample size (n)

CN-R 1° 9°
ZP-A 1 mg/L 2° 7°
CN-A 3° 6°
ZP-R 1 mg/L 4° 3°
BC 5° 8°
ZPD 5 g/L 6° 4°
ZP-A 1 g/L 7° 2°
ZP-R 1 g/L 8° 5°
ZP-A 5 g/L 9° 1°
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crystals. The effect of metal ions on the crystallization growth
rate of inorganic minerals has been reported. For example, Mg
ions do not incorporate into the COM crystal, but they do
alter the crystal surface and affect the atomic interaction of
COM and COD, as well as the interaction of CaOx crystals
with cellular proteins. These findings provide new insights into
the mechanisms of pathological nephrolithiasis.28,29 Therefore,
the specific inhibitory role of ZP may be attributed to its
selective attachment of ZP to the (−101) plane of the CaOx
crystals. This binding prevents the aggregation of COM and
the formation of kidney stones, acting as a regulator of
pathological biomineralization. It is known that the Mg
element can form complexes with oxalate ions and reduce
local supersaturation, thereby acting as an inhibitor of CaOx
stone formation.30

CP technique revealed small voltage variations during the
EC assays when the ITO glass (control experiments) and PCL-
EPM systems were without ZP additive. However, the
chronopotentiometric analysis of the EC assays performed
on ITO modified with PCL-EPM and ZP showed a
concentration-dependent relationship. The potential (V)
increased from 2.5 to 10 V using lower to higher
concentrations of ZP, and the onset of crystalline deposition
of CaOx was also affected. This demonstrates a modulatory
effect of the promoter−inhibitor that depends on the PCL-
EPM and the concentration of ZP. Our findings agree with the
effect of both PCL-EPM systems at the three ZP
concentrations (Table 6). Even at low concentrations of ZP,
its presence and its effect on the modulation and stabilization
of healthy COD were demonstrated by EDS and XRD,
respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS
PCL-EPM loaded with ZP were fabricated directly on the ITO
glass and used as a 3D template for in vitro EC of CaOx.
During the EC experiments, ZP controlled the total number of
crystals (N) and reduced the sample size (n) of CaOx,
resulting in the stabilization of the COD phase with a
bipyramidal morphology. Interestingly, ZP prevented the
formation of the (−101) plane in the COM crystals. The
antilithiatic activity of ZP is fully consistent with the increase in
the applied voltage registered in the CP measurements, in
which we found concentration-dependent kinetics of the ZP
additive on the EC of CaOx. In conclusion, the most effective
experimental condition of CaOx EC with PCL-EPM was by
using ZP at the highest concentration in ZPA-PCL and R-PCL,
obtaining a significant reduction in the sample size (n) of
CaOx, stabilization of the COD form, and the absence of the
crystallographic diffraction plane (−101) associated with the
pathological COM crystals.
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